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Dan M. Frangopol honored with
European Council on Computing in
Construction Thorpe Medal
Lehigh University engineering professor co-authored award-winning paper on role of

digital technology in developing infrastructure resilient to climate change

Grant and Award Announcement

LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

Dan M. Frangopol, the inaugural Fazlur R.

Khan Endowed Chair of Structural

Engineering and Architecture at Lehigh

University, is a co-author of a paper

recognized with the 2022 European

Council on Computing in Construction

(EC ) Thorpe Medal.

The paper, "Digital technologies can

enhance global climate resilience of

critical infrastructure," was published

online in December 2021 in Climate Risk

Management (Elsevier), a peer-reviewed,

open-access journal.

The writing team includes Frangopol—a

pioneering researcher in the �elds of life-

cycle performance analysis, design,

maintenance, management, and multi-

objective optimization of civil and marine structures under uncertainty—as well as other

international experts in �elds such as structural safety, risk, resilience, sustainability,

structural health monitoring, natural hazards, and climate change e�ects on

infrastructure.

Established in 2018, the award honors Antony Thorpe, a pioneering professor in

construction information technology and co-founder of COMIT (Construction Opportunities

for Mobile IT), the community for mobile computing in construction. The medal recognizes

a paper that “contributes to either practical or research aspects of engineering informatics

disciplines in the built environment,” according to EC . A panel evaluates nominated

papers on “the practical value of contribution and its impact on engineering informatics

practice.”

The award will be formally announced July 26, 2022, during the European Conference on

Computing in Construction (2022EC ) Conference in Rhodes, Greece. The biennial meeting,

organized by the European Council for Computing in Construction, is the premier

European conference for information, communication, and technological research,

innovation, and policy for the construction sector as a whole in Europe. The event gathers

researchers, practitioners, and construction industry professionals from around Europe to

meet and share information about the latest developments in all aspects related to

computing in construction.

“Existing and emerging digital technologies, such as Internet of Things (IoT), digital twin

(DT), and machine learning (ML), as well as cutting-edge modeling will play a leading role

in developing and enhancing the resilience of critical infrastructure systems to climate

change,” says Frangopol. “Leveraging expertise in these �elds is key to guiding decision-

making to achieve international economic and societal goals that depend on safe, reliable,

resilient, and sustainable infrastructure systems.” 

Frangopol’s main research interests are in the development and application of

probabilistic and optimization concepts and methods to civil and marine structures under

various types of hazards.

He is a distinguished member of the American Society of Civil Engineers and has been

recognized with numerous awards and honors from ASCE and other leading professional
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organizations. He is the founder and editor-in-chief of Structure and Infrastructure

Engineering, an international peer-reviewed journal launched in 2005.

Frangopol is an elected member of the National Academy of Construction of the United

States, an international fellow of the Canadian Academy of Engineering, a foreign member

of the Academia Europaea (Academy of Europe, London), a foreign associate of the

Engineering Academy of Japan, a foreign member of the Royal Academy of Belgium for

Science and the Arts, an honorary member of the Romanian Academy, and an honorary

member of the Academy of Technical Sciences of Romania. He holds four honorary

doctorates, 14 honorary professorships, and six guest professorships.

Frangopol has authored/co-authored 4 books, 64 book chapters, over 450 articles in peer-

reviewed journals, including 13 award-winning papers, and more than 600 papers in

conference proceedings. He was ranked as the 10th most-cited civil engineering author in

the August 2019 Stanford University worldwide citation survey published in PloS, and

ranked No. 45 (United States), and No. 95 (World) on April 6, 2022, by Research.com on the

list of top scientists in Engineering and Technology.

Frangopol is the founding president of the International Association for Bridge

Maintenance and Safety (IABMAS) and of the International Association for Life-Cycle Civil

Engineering (IALCCE), and the founding vice-president of the International Society for

Structural Health Monitoring of Intelligent Infrastructure (ISHMII). He is also the past vice-

president of the International Association for Structural Safety and Reliability (IASSAR), and

past vice-president of the Engineering Mechanics Institute of ASCE and past member of its

Board of Governors.

Read more about Frangopol’s research and achievements here.

Related Links: 

Website: Dan M. Frangopol

Climate Risk Management: "Digital technologies can enhance global climate

resilience of critical infrastructure"
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